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EFFECT OF GRAIN SIZE AND CARBON CONTENT ON THE

LOW TEMPERATURE TENSILE P~OPE~TIES

OF HIGH PURITY Fe-C ALLOYS

EY R, L.SMITH, G. SrANGLER AND R. M. IIRICT<

%A.bsllwct ,

‘=--+--”-” ‘
Sewral low corbon [wrttcs, a/7pro.ri7nalcly WY+ ~0

p~lrc ajx-wl JIPom added carbon and substantially [YCC of
().rygcn, nitvoqcl~ und hydrogen, me~c prepared am,d tested
in tcm-ion w dcr various conditions of hco t tycatmcn t, fm-
1Ac yrain size, cwd fcst tempwatu,rc. Tmc StlrCS.7-StlYli7Z

curves were calculated and the significant t em-de fiaravls-
ctersevaluated.

FerriLe grain si::c was shown to be llze sole factor cte-
t crmining ductility of 0.0210 carbon alloys at liquid air
Leln{)erature; decreasing llxe gvain size causes a remark-
able hcvecm in duc}ility. With II{OIe than 0.02 ~0 rarbom,
carbide morphology has an impm’tavt efect on lhe ductili-
ty. IIcat trcatlllcllh- w]~ich msul[cd in carbides at Ihc
grain bourldoric.r Illatcsia!ly reduced the low tclj[pcraiwc
dltrlility.

I’ilc c.vponmlt of strain lza~de)~inq wus jun]ld 10
decrease with dccrgasing [cIPLpcrcLlurc, h~~”rcasinq carbo n
co JLLemt, and increasing ywin size. The initial presence
of a su bstrwiwe w a decrease in :qrain size markedly in-
cvcaxcd the yield stress at liquid azr tempel~a t wos. Tzvin-
Izh,!q was nit fowd to co~ltribute to ihe lozv .tcmperatwc
bl’tllle$lle.ss.

N ummous invcsti~ltions on the low temperature behavior
of ferritic steels havt been conducted in the last decacle. 13e-

cause of the interaction0[val-iablmsuchasimpurityelenle~~s,clis-
t~ilmtionofsecomll>has~ ‘7~~1111sizeamlNlcchanical varia])les, tllc
results obtainecl [rem such investigations cannot be interpreted in
fundamental terms. For example it is known that a decrease in

This paper is tahen [rem a dissertation submitted hy 1?., L. Smith to the I?aculty of
the G1-uduatc School of the Univel-sity of Pennsylvania in partial fuhihmmt 0[ the requit-e-
menis for the Ph.D. dc,q~-ec. The work has been sponsored hy the Ship StruCtIJI-Ccommit.
tee as Project SR 109 under U. .q Navy contract N-OIM50062. The views presented aI-e
those of the authors and do not ncccsszmily x-epx-esentthose of the Navy Dcpmtment “I- the
Ship Structure Committee.

A papcl- pl-esentcdbcfo,-e the Midwinter Mdeting of the Society, held in
Boston, March 4 md 5, 1954. Of the authors! R. L. Smith is associated with
the Research Division, F1-anklinInstitute, Phdadelphia, and G. Spanxler and
R hf. Brick are associated with the 13cpartmcnt0[ Mctallur:ical Engineering,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Manuscl-ipt received April 27, 1953.
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grain size lowers the transition temperature from ductile to brittle
Ixllavior. J30wever, tl~e methods used to val-y grain size have been
such that the beneficial effects coLdd also be ~ttributecl solely to some
less obvious cause.

It has long been known tl~at fine-grained fcrrites retain their
tensile clucti]ity to a lower tcmpcrattm tlmn coarse-xrained ferrites
(1, ~) It Scvel-al invt~tigators have ~eterlllinecl the effect of ferrite

gl-ain size on the impact strength of various low carbon steels (3, 4,
5, 6, 7). Ina fewcases,no si:nifican~variationk tl-ansitiontem
pcl-a~u~ewas mpol-~cd.Ckncrdly, however, impact transition tcm-
peL-ature has been found to increase with increasing grain size, chanZ-
ing as nmch as 30 “1? witl~ an increase in grain size of one ASTM
IILlmb6r. These investigations were conductd on conlmercial fer-
rites. In most cases, the different grain sizes wmc obtained by sig-
ni hcantly cliff erent heat treatments. In some instances, thin sheet
stock or wil-es were tested where size effect complicated the test
results. However, all of these investi~~tions have shown that the
e~ect of ~rain sim must be cleternlimd quantitatively if the mechani-
cal properties aL-eto be evaluated L]lqal~ll]igtloLlsly.

In contrast to this, N. P. Allen (S) has l-epm-ted that variation
of the grain size by subcl-itical anneals does not affect the impact
transition tempel-ature or general pl-operties 0[ ‘(pure” irons tested
at the National Physical Laboratory, whereas diflercnt gl-ain sizes
obtainecl by supercritical heat treatments and varying cooling rates
altered the propmtics considerably.

This paper is the l-esult of an investi@ion desi:necl to delineate
the effect of carbon content and ferritic grain size on the mechanical
properties of relatively pLu_eferl-ites as determined by- the axial ten-
sion test over a l-ange fl-om l-oom trmpmatm-e to liquid air temperature.

ALLOY l? REP~RATION

Some alloys were prepared by melting a higl-gracle electrolytic
ii-on under strrmgly oxidizing conditions and slagging with lime.
Carbon wasaclrlecl l]ydr(]l]l>ing sllgal-cllarcoal dil-cctly on the surface
of the oxidized melt. These air-melted alloys were remelted in higll-
lired beryllia crucibles in a high frequency VaCLILIIll melting furnace.
The initial FcO:C l-caction was contl-oiled by conducting the actual
meltinx under neal-ly an atmosphere of evolvecl gases and then Slow-ly
evacuating to a pressure of less than one micron.

A second approach was to melt electrolytic iron unclel- strongly
oxidizing conditions and cast the metal, high in l?eO, into a slab
which was first hot-rolled and then cold-rolled to a thickness of about
O.OIO inch. This thins tock was cleoxidizecl illdriecl (–190”C d~w
point) hydro:enat llOO° C (2010°F) for 6 weeks. Tlw llYch-oXer-

ITIIe figuI-m Xppc:miilg in paI-cIIthe~cbpmtxin to the I-cfcl-ences appended to this paper.
!’
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cleoxiclimd stock was then remelted in vacuo in a high-fired BeO
crucible with a sufficient amount of high purity carbon to pl-ocluce
the desired carbon content. No significant clifference in either chenl-
ical analysis (Table I ) or mechanical propm-ties has been observtd
between alloys made by the two different methods of preparation.

L
Mn SpccLror&aphic)

[Mn Wet Method)
Si
Be
Ni
Cr
O (NBS)*

(BMI)t
N (NBS)”

(BMl)Ji
7Y (7,TRC> *

—.- ..
Table 1

&alyses of Iron-Carbon Alloys
..

Hyclrogen-Deoxidized Carbon-Deoxidized
l!-on-Carbon .M1oY Iron. (kbon Al!oY

0,03
0,0(305
0,002
0.001
O.owi

<0.0003
0.0004
0.0007
0,0014
0,0911
0.000+n nnnn7.. ,..--, .... - .---”.

_ (BMI)f <0.00004 <0.00001.-
*Average of duplicate vacuum fusion analyses by National Bureau of Standards, COWLCSY

J. G. Thompson.
TDupl~cate vacuum fusion analyses by 13altelle Memorial ln~titute, courtesy C.. E. Sims.
NOTE: The arrmuIIt 0[ each element pl-eseut, other than carbon, is neat- the lim]t of experi-

mental error of the available analytical methods. There fol-e, although lwo to four times as much
nitrogen or oxy~en, for example, is reported by onc laboratory as comml-ed to mlolhcr. the di[-
fcrences generally are not significfint, since the amount present is in the vicinity of 0.000X%.

——. -—

The alloy ingots were hot-forgwl to l-inch rounds, hot-1-ollecl to
%-inch square bars, then air-cooled aml cleaned. These bal-s were
vacuun-annealed at 1000 ‘C ( 1S30 ‘1?) for 100 hours to eliminate
gas absorbed d~lri]~g hot working. Me annealecl stock was cmlcl-
rolled and heat treated in vacuum or helium to the desired gl-ain size.
The heat treated bars were then machined to tensilt specimens having
a l-inch gage length by 0.200-inch diameter. The k-s were g-ivcn
a final hand polish with 600 emery paper.

MECI-IANJCAL TESTING AT Low TEMPERATURES

TIIC nmchanical testing of the tensile spccinmn was dom in a
hyckaulic testing machine provided with special equipmrnt for low
temperature work (9, 10, 11).

The specimen was submerged in a suitable reh-igcrant kept at the
desired constant low temperatm-c. The cooling fluid was contained
in a Dewar vessel, supported around the test bar without interfe~-ing
with the movements of the specimen grips and their alignment. such
a setup is shown schematically in Fig-. 1. By use of a flexible bellows,
alignment of the grips during the test takes place freely without being
hindered by the rather weighty test vessel. Practically ideal self-

aligmmnt during the test was obtained by me of case-llarclencd chains
to transfer the tensile force to the specimen.
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The coolin~ media used in this investigation were liquid air for
—185 “C ancl Freon No. 12, cooled by liquid air, for the l-an.ge —150
to 30 “C. Temperatures were regulated by an automatic control
circuit. An air bubbler stirring arrangement was used to keep the
temperature as uniform Is possible.

Natural stress-stl-ain data were obtained at low temperatures
using a rnicroformer-type diameter gage immersed witli the test speci-

bl

GITfiTOR

c

VACUUMWUP

i

Fig. l—Sclmmatic Dizwwn of Temk’1’@ APParZtUS

men in the heat transfer fluid (Fig. 2). A strain pacer was connected
in series with the diameter gage and an autographic recorder. The
investigator traverses the gage length of the specimen with the jaws
of the diameter gage. While the specimen is decreasing in diameter,
the diameter gage causes the strain pacer pointer to rotate clockwise.
If the spacing of the jaws of the cliameter gage increases by leaving
the neck, the pacer reverses its direction of rotation. Thm it is
readily possible to find the l-egion of necking and then to relmain in
the position of minimum diameter.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE, CARBON AND FERRITIC GRAIN SIZE

ON TOTAL STRAIN

In order to evaluate the effect of grain size on tensile ductility,
most of the tests for this investigation were conducted at liquid air
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temperature. At this temperature, the differences in total strain ap-
pear to be most marked (Fig. 10). The test is rapid ancl economical
of material. At liquid air temperature, the total strain is usually
relatively small and reasonal]ly reproducible. Post-fractm-e nleasure-
ments on the fl-acturecl specimens agree within 0.002 0 Can inch with

<i

i: ,

A “

,!)’,,,, ,
!!,

! !’
,“

~,’)’, ‘,!:,
!,!’, ,,

,, !,! ,: ,

‘)’,!“,,,!<)’’,’) t
“,::!’,,J;~,:J‘, !!”
s, !!,, ,/, !,’, ,, ~

J,!,’,,‘T; ::,”!!,i,,,,, ~ ~

Fig. 2—Recording Diamctw Gaze Used in Tcw.ilc Tcstinx.

the diameter gage measurements at the neck of the specimen recorded
at the instant of fractul-e. On the other hancl, for the low carbon
alloys at room temperature, ellipticity and a rim effect on the order
of 0.010 inch may obscure the strain measurements.

A plot of ferrite ~rain size versus total strain at liquid air
temperature for an 0.0270 carbon alloy, Fig, 3, shows a nearly linear
relation of marked slope. A grain sim change of one ASTM number
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● Subcritical Heat Treafment
1+0 - 0 Supercritical Heat Treatment
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I
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0,9
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o 0,7—
d
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c 0,6 —.-
0L
;

I

tzk&kH
3 4 5 6 7 8

Ferrite Grain Size (ASTM Number)

FM: 3—EITect of Fw+tc Grain Size 011Tctd Stl-:Lill
at Liqu, d Air Tempel-atui’e. (0.02% Callloll alloy.)

chan:es the total strain by about 0.2. The grain size was varied by
heat treztment at different temperatures, by use of varitd times, or
by varying the amount 0[ cold work prior to heat treatment. Details
of the heat treatments used are given in Table 11. When the same
grain size was obtained by heatins at different temperatures, the same
total strain at liquid air temperature was obtained. This is good evi-
dence to sLIpport the rathel- remarkable conclusion that for this o.oz~o

carbon alloy, the cluctility at liquid ail- tenlperature is solely cletcru
mined by gl-ain size.

Furthm examination of the data in Table 11 shows that in most
cases the larger grain sizes were obtainecl by means of a heat treat-
ment above the Al tempmature, Fig. .5. If solution ancl precipitation
of 17e2C from ferrite were significant, then cooling at clifferent rates
from the maximum volubility temperature (723 ‘C) shoukl also result
in cliff erences in cluctility, clue to retainecl solt~tion of carbon or its
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precipitation with different cooling rates. It can be seen that
n]cns quenched, air-cooled, and furnace-coolecl from this temperatul-e
and tested within a werk do not vary si~nificantly in total strain at
—185 “C. Apparently, then, quench aging is not a factor ai+ecting
ductility of urmotchccl tensile specimens of this pure 0.0Z70 carbon
alloy. It is shown later that heat treatment affects the yield stress
values considerably.

Fig. 6showstl~e gr;~insizcversLls total strain values at liquid air
tenlpel-atm-e for ml alloy of 0.0470 cdl-bon, At this car]]oll level,
stringers of cal-bides oriented pal-allel to the rollin,g direction were
llresent ill:lll specilllells tllatwere cold-rollecl alldrecryst3llized below
the Al tenlpe~-ature, Fig. 7. A few scattered areas of free pearlitc
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Fig. 4—0.02% Cal-bun Alloy I-lest T,-mwd 1 Hour 620 “C, Air.Cooled. Nital
etch. X 750.

J?k. 5—0.027. Cadmn Alloy H~t75~ed 20 Minutes 930 ‘C, Fum~ceCoOled
to 750 “C, Air-Cooled. Nital rich.

and netwol-ks of discontinuous grain boLmdary Carl]ides were visible
in this 0.0470 cmbon alloy when heat tl-eattd shove the Al ten~per-
ature, Fig. S. The various heat treatments for this alloy are given
in “rable III.

The points representing the subcritical heat tl-eatments show a
Srain size effect on liquid air ductility ne~rly the same as the lower
cal-bon alloy (0.0270 carbon) represented by the dashed line. The
point’s representing the stlpercritical heat treatments of this alloy lie
well below the scatter band of the 0.0270 carlmn alloy. Therefore,
for this alloy, heating above the Al gives lms ductility than heating
below the Al. This can be seen by examining the values for an
ASTM number 5 whm-ethe spreadis h-em ~=0.546 (42% R. A.)
for a subcritical recrystallization to ~= 0.063 (6~0 R. A.) for a
st~percritical recrystallization. T]+ difference shows tlmt with carbon
present in excess of the volubility limit, carbide morphology as well
as grain size controls low temperature cluctility. Carbides in the
0.04~o car130n supercriticdly heated alloy were ~enerd]y at k“erritc
~rain ~olln~aries or groin junctions.

Reheating the supercritically rec~-ystallizecl specimens at 600”C
for4hours impl-ovedt hecluctilityb yal~outO.l naturalstrai nor20%.
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Perhaps long-w- times of tempering might increase this value nlate-
rially. on the other hancl, it may be that unless the specimens are
recrystallized subcritically, no time of tempering would be sufficient
to overcome the emh-ittlirzg- tffect of carbides at ferrite gl-ain l>ouncl-
aries. Attempts at spheroiclization by cycling through the Al tem-
perature resulted in almormal g-rain growth.

Fig. 9 shows the total strain at liquid air temperature versus
grain size for two higher carbon alloys (0.05 and 0.1270 carbon),
co-plotted with data for the 0.027b carbon alloy (Table IV). It can
be seen that although the grain size varies considerably, the total
strain for these two alloys as subcritically heat treated remains essen-
tially constant. At these higher carbon contents, two opposing vari-
ables are affecting the ductility; i.e., with increasing time of isothermal
subcritical heat treatment, the ferrite grain size increases ancl the car-
l]ides tend to spheroidize. The two opposing factors appear to balance
each other for these higher carbon alloys so that the net change in
ductility is not significant.
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Fig. 7—o. 04 To C:ti+on Alloy IIeat T1-mtcd 1 HOLII-650 “C, Air-
Coullxl. Nital etch. X 750.

l?ig. s—o.04 % Cad>on AI1oY I-IEai ‘~reatecl 10 Minutm 920 “C,
l?tlrnace.Cooled to S40 “C, Ai,--Coolwl Nital etch. X 750.

For a given m-sin size ancl heat tl-eatment, it can be seen that the
.“

0.05 ~0 carbon alloy is always more ductile; i.e., shows greater total
strain than the 0.1270 carbon alloy. However, the limiting heat

treatment at 6000 C (11 10 ‘1?) for 96 hours which spheroidizes the
carbides, making them relatively ineffective, results in a total strain
for both of these higher carbon alloys equal to that of tile low, 0.0276
carbon alloy of tle same grain size. This is evidence that ferrite g-rain

size has the same effect on total strain for the hi~he~- carbon alloys
that it does for the lower carbon alloys, provided it can be separated
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-7 . . . .
Table 111

Tensi(c Data for Iron . 0.04% Carbon AI1oY
.—.

Sgoc.

2s

29

30
31
52
53
55

54

26
27

&
D
64

&

1:
41

H
13
7

44
6
8

1:
16
17
45

3:

33

15

if
1

4

3:

38

3

M/p.

-1-;6

+26

+26
+26

–105
-102
-100

–loo

-1s5
–1s5
-185
–1s5
-1$5
–1s5
-1$5
–1s5
-1s5
–185
-1s5
-185
-185
-185
–1s5
-1s5
–185
-1s5
-185
–1s5
-l&5
-185
–185
-185
–185

-185

-185

–1$5
-1s5
—185

–1s.5
-1s5
-185

-185

-1s5

Total
Strain
1.394

1.345

1.57rl
I ,500
1,560
1.479
1,361

1,275

0.805
0.7W
0.779
0.774
0.769
0.673
0.665
0.632
:3%;

o.55i
0.546
0.543
().520
0,514
0.505
0.502
0, 4s6
0.478
0,475
0.345
0.326
0.274
0.231
0.1s1

0.156

0.126

0.133
0.1011
().090

0,090
0. 0s4
0,063

0.063

0.039

Grain/inch~
at X 100

15

15

58
58
47
45
13

15

54
54
52

16

13

12
22
1.)

11
9

16

16

10

temp.

t~mu,

Hwt Treatment
‘c

10 min. 920, F, C.
S40, A.c.

10 min. 920. l~.C.
840, A.C.

1 hr. 650, A.C.
1 hr. 650, A.C.
I hr. 650. A.C.
1 hr. 650. AC.

10 min. 920, F.C.
840, A.(:.

10 min. 920, F.C.
840, A,C.

26 hrs. 600, A,c.
26 hrs. 600, A.C.

1 hr. 650, A.C.
45 min. 700, F.C.

1 hr 650, A.C.
45 min. 700, F.C.
26 11]-s.600,”A.C.
26 hrs. 600, A.C.

4.5 hKS. 6(70.A.C.
4S hrs. 600, A.C.
45 min. 71J0,Q,
94 hrs. 600, AC.
45 min. 700, A,C.
94 hr% 600, .4.C.
26 hrs. 600, A.C,
45 min. 700, A.C.
26 hrs. 600, A.C.

4,S hrs, 600, A.C.
4S hrs. 600, A.C.
45 min. 700, Q.
10 min. 920, A.C.
10 miu. Y20, A.C.
30 min. 800, A.C.
26 hrs. 600. A,C.
1(Imin. 920, F.C.

840. A.C.
4.5 hrs. 600, A,C.

10 min. 920, F.C.
840, A.C.

4.5 hrs. 600, A.C.
10 min. 920, F.C.

840, A.C.
45 min. 700, AC.
30 miu. 800, A.C.
10 min. 920, F.C.

.S40,A.C.
45 min. 700, A.C.
45 min. 700, A.C.
10 min. 920, F.C.

840, A.C,
10 min. 920, F.C.

840, A.C.
10 min. 920. 1~.C.

840, A.C,

from the carbide morphology. This does not necessarily hold true
fol- gl-ain sizes attained other than by recrystallizing below the Al
temperature.

In attemptin: further to separate the effect of carbon content on
ductility from that of grain size, a series of tests were run at three
temperatures: room tempel-ature, —100 ‘C, ancl liquid air tempera-
ture (Fig. 10). The results show that the di Rerence in ductility re-
sulting from these two specific heat tre~tments is ihrce to folu- times
as great at liquid air temperature as at room temperature. This diver-

.—
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Table IV
Tensile TcsJtsut Liquid Air Temperature

O.05~o Corbm Alloy

Specimen Total
No. strain
31a 0.756
311) 0.761
34a 0.s35
34b u 704
33a (1,7(J5
3?,b 0.820
11 0.049

7 0 054

0. 12’%CnYbotiAlloy
33a 0.5?4
33b 0.54.1
33C 0,652
33d O.6S0
33e 0.632
33f 0.644
31 IJ,070

27 0.094

Griin Size
gl-ain/inch
Zlt x 100

S9
‘W
15Y
5s
4.3
4.3
1s

Heat Treatment,, .L
1 hr, 600, A.C.
1 hr. 600, A,C.

10 hrs. 000, A.C.
10 brs, tiOO, A.C.
06 IIrs. OX), A.C.
96 hrs. 000, A.C.
10 min. Y1O,F.C.

S20. A.C.
10 min. v1O. F.C.

s20, A.C<

63
30

21

gence at liquicl air ten]perature is clue to the major effect 0[ grain size

on cluctility at liquicl air temperature and it is this effect which masks

the &fect of carbon content on ckmtility.

In summation, it appears that the major factor determining the
CILICti]ityat liquid air temperature of high purity ifon containing
0.0270 carbon is ferrite grain size. For the 0.02 ~. carbon alloy, there
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is no ei~ect of heat treatment or cooling l-ate other than its effect On
~l-ain size. For the Iligher carbon, 0.03 to 0.1270 cm-lmn alloys, there
w in addition the effect of heat treatment cm the state of tl]c c~rljides.
Supercritical heat treatments, which result in carbides or ]marlite at
ferl-ite, :rain boundaries, materially l-educe low temperature ductility.
Sulxmtlcal annealing of cold-worked structures, which ~ives spheroid-
izecl carbides ali~ned in tlw testing- direction, considerably or con-
plete]y eliminates their detrimental effect.

c

c.-
0
.

;
—

2.0

1,6

1.2

E

0,8 ---

0.4

0

I I I I
Heat Treated I hr. 650°C
Air-Cooled, ASTM Number 6,5

\T

k-
/

/ / Heat Treated 10min, —
920°C

Furnace-Cooled to
840”C, Air-Cooled

P ASTM Number 4.9

-200 -160 -120 -00 -40 0 40

Tempera ture °C

Fi~, 10—lZ[[cct of ‘r,nlpmatu,-e on T,.,tal St,-itin, (0.04~
carbon alloy. )

The above observations apply with crrtainty only to high pill-ity
alloys containing substantially no oxy~en 01- nitl-ogen.

,EFF~CTol~ CAREONAND F~RRI~~ GRATN STz~ ON STRAIN HAR1>~NTNC

Althou@ the slope of the plastic rexion of tile stress-strain curve
is frequently used to evalumte strain hal-denin~, it is not a satisfactory
indicator in the case of the low carl~on ferrites repo~-twl here. This
is illustrated by Fig. 11 showinx the uniform stl-ain regions of two
tensile specimens tested at two different temperatul-es. It is appa~-ent
that temperature affects the upper yield, lower yields, and yield point
elongation. An examination of points (a) and (b) at a given con-
stant strain reveals that, for the example shown here, the instantaneous
rate of strain hardening, do/ds, is greater at the low temperzturc.
T-Iowever, sL~ch a comparison does not have anY ftmcfament~l sig-
nificance became of the cfiffemnce in strain history prior to strain,
s = 0.12. A comparison of clci/dt values at constant strains from the
minimnm in the stress-strain diagrams is somewhat more meaningful,
as it is a measure of the ability of the matel-ial to strain hal-den after
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this comparison is
the iuherent al]ility
clckmmaiion histol-y

0.03% -Cal-l)oll.

stal-t of uniform defommticm (12). Eventhe
somewhat nebulous, as it has been” sh(]wn tlmt
of a material to work harden is a [fectd by tlw
(13).

It is common to talk of dfi/de in the Iintar region of the tl-uc
stress-strain curve. Since dfi/clz remains constant in ibis range, the
limikdtion 0[ compal-inx it at some constant strain is removed. l?ol-
fen-itcs and, in fact, fol- lnost materials this linearity be~ins at tht
point of maximum load and continues in tlw early sta~m of neckin~
(Fig. 12). However, the triaxial stresses imposed by the formation
of a neck require that a col-rection be made I]y st~l>tracting tile trans-
verse stress components, tlms recll~cing the slope of this portion OE

the stress-strain cliagram ( 14). ‘1’he amount of this correction de-

pencls upon the severity of the neck. If the shape of the neck were
the same under all conditions of testin~j it WOLM he possillle to
utilize relative changes in dfi/clc. Thin-t is no reason to assume that
this would be the case. ~hl the contrary, tl~ere is evidence that the
opposite is trL~e.

Necking is a manifestation of locnli~atiOll Of defnrmatioll If
conditions al-e such as to acc~ntuate this localization, e.~., lowcring-
the tempel-ature, it seems that the radius of the neck wc~Ldcldccl-case.
It has been show-n that incrmsing the speed of testing Iincreases the
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Fig, ]2—Nntu~-:J Stress-Sk+in Curves for IromCnrl]on Alloy Ccmtaining
0.02% Car]xm.

sevel-ity of necking (15). In Ierritesj increming the strain rate lxw
been found to be comparable to decreasing the tempmature. This
implies that a Sreater correction [or triaxiality- would be necessary
at the lower temperature of testing. This correction nli@t easily bc
large eno@ so that the slope of the linear portion of the stl-ess-strain
curve woLdcl show a decrease with a decrease in the temperature of
testing. Unless a valid correction is applied for triaxiality, do/&

cannot lw used as a measlwc of strain harcleniug over the linear por-
tion 0[ tile stress-stl-ain curve.

A commonly usecl measure of strain harclenin~ is that clesi~natc(l

as the stl-ain harcleI~ing exponent (n) in tll~ w~ll-lmow II tqtlation

o = KE”. This is the l-ate of change of the log-a~-ithm of true stress

with respect to the logarithm of nattlral strain, d in fi/d ins, and can
be shown io be numerically equal to the strain at maximum load (16,
17, 18). Experimentally, the relationship c = Ks” is reasonal>ly
valid in the uniform stroin region m- between the lower yield point
find maximum loacl. This is illustrated by a typical curve as shown
in Fig. 13.

Necking strain is not m important as uniform strain in Soverning
the absorption of energy, since this requires a relatively large volume
of defo~-med lnetal. Gensamer (19) has shown the importance of tlw
plastic properties in determinin~ energy fibsorption by their ability
to contl-ol tile clist]-il]ution, or localization, 0[ strain. He pointed out
that the strain gradient, ds/clx, may clepencl, not on the capacity for
deformation as lneasurecl by reduction of area or other principal
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strains at fracttlre, bLlt on strain hardening as measured hy the strain
hardening exponent. 13y differentiation OF the expression o=Ksn
he found the strain gradient to be inversely proportional to the ex-
ponent of strain hmlcming, i.e., cl#clx m l/n. A lm-ittle material
woLdd be one where strain is localized, l-esulting in a small amount
of Lmiform strain, a high strain gl-aciient and correspondingly a low
strain hardening exponent.

Although the relation o= Ken is of limited application, it is
useful in that n is as good a measure of strain hardening as can be
obtained for materials exhibiting heterogeneous yielding; therefore
this paper reports the variation of the strain hardening exponent with
temperature, grain size, and carbon content.

It was pointecl out above that n = S&,where SL= strain at max-
imum load. For this investigation, although the strain values for
Imaximum loacl are reportecl in nearly all cases, the numerical values
are subject to some uncertainty, Maximum load holds over a con-
siderable range of stl-ain. Uniform strain was taken at the clrop in
load at the end of this range, but this ch-op occurs very slowly and
was clifficult to observe accmately. Nonlinearity often OCCLWSbefore
the dl-op in Ioadattllelllaxillltllll. For these reasons, uniform strain
is not as reproducible a measure of the exponent of stl-ain hardenin:
as the slope, dlno/dins.

It shouldbe emphasized at this point that n and clci/& are not
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equivalent, cvtn in an approximate sense. G. V. Smith (20) pointed
out that it is often erroneously assumed thzt n and do/clz vary in a
like manner. Fig. 14 is presented showing n versus temperature for
the 0.02j% cal-l]on alloy co-plotted with do/de versus tempel-atul-c
taken at a constant strain of z = O.15 from the minimum in the stress-
strain curve. Whereas (n) clecreascs from room temperature to
—100 “C and then remains constant to liquicl air temperature, clIS/clc

decreases from room temperature to —90 0C, ancl then rises sharply
from —90 oC to liquid air temperature! The instantaneous rate of
strain hardening, clIs/cle, Ior this alloy ohtainecl from the expression
do/cl.e = n (0/s) also agrees with the value of da/clc obtained graph-
ically. This should serve to emphasize the necessity of differentiating
between the apparent l-ate of strain harclening, do/de, and the cxl>o-
nent of stl-ain hal-clening, n.

Hollomon (21) founcl that incl-easin~ the carbon content or de-
creasing tlm temperatlmc increased the slope of the ]illear portion of

the stl-ess-strain curve. This olxervation has been confirmed by

others ancl forms the basis for the oftemrepeatecl stattment that

“strain harclening” increases with clecreasing temperature. It is in-
portant to keep, in mincl that this applies to necking strain and that
o correction for triaxiality could reverse this trend,

“rhe strnin hardening exponent need not change in a like manner.
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This is illustrated in Fig. 15, which shows the exponent of strain
hardening clecreasing with increasing carbon content and decreasing
tempm-attme. A decrease in the grain size is seen to increase the

—
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exponent of strain hardening (n) at liquicf air temperature (Fig. 16).
The observed decrease of n w-ith increasing grain size and with

decreasing temperature would incl-ease the strain gradient and tend
to restrict deformation to a relatively small volume. Tl~is restriction
correlates satisfactol-ily with the emlmittlement effects of low temper-
ature and large grain size.

Thus it appears that although dci/& and n arc mathematically
relatecl, they C1Onot lwhavp similarly in rtlation to other variables
such as temperature, carbon content and grain size. The expression
o = Ksn 11oIc1sdm-in~ the period of uni[orm strain for ferrites. The
exponent of strain lmrdenin~, n, is found to decl-ease, Scneral]y, with
dec~-ease of temptraturc, increase of carljon content, and increase of
grain size. It is this measure of strain harcleninS that directly affects
the distribution of deformation in a g-iven material. Adclitional SLIII-

port for this perhaps tenuous evidence that strain hardening of ferrite
is less at low temperatures and that this is important witl~ regarcl to
low temperature brittleness is offered by the fact that, for copper, the
strain hardening exponent n increases with decl-ease in temperature
(29).

IZFFECT OF l? ERRITE GRAIN SIZE AND l-EMPERATURE

ON THE YIELD POINT

It is WCI1known that decreasing the size of the ferrite g-rains of
mild steel incrwases the flow stresses at room temperature (22, 23).
Data illustl-sting the gl-ain size effect on yield points at liquid air
temperature for the 0.02~0 alloy are shown in Fig. 17. I-Iere upper
yielcl stress is plottecl as a function of Srain size. Lowci- yickl stress
behaves in the same manner.

The curve drawn through solid points, representing sul~critically
heat treated specimens, shows the expected grain size effect. How-
ever, the open-circle points representing snpercritically heat treated
specimens show a still greater effect on the yield point for an essen-
tially constant grain size ! A careful examination in Table II of
yield stresses for cluplicate test specimens will show that the smtter
in this plot is not clue to poor alignment of specimens, surface imper-
fections or inadequate fillets, since in most cases duplicate test speci-
mens have nearly the saline yield stress.

SL~ch a plot as this shoLdd clearly emphasize the danger 0[ ex-
tending to other temperatures generalizations that al-e valid at one
temperature. In this case it is believecl that it is safe to say that, at
liquid air temperature, decreasing the grain size increases the yield
stl-ess. I-Iowever, unlike its effect on total strain, groin size is clearly
not the major variable governing yield stress.

An examination of the microstructure of supercritically heat
treated specimens (Fig. 5) revealed the presence of a veined sLlb-
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structure which was absent in the subcritical]y heat treated specimens.
Higher heat treatment temperatures and faster cooling rates generally
gave higher yield points and in these specimens veining was mol-e
readily cletected. The conditions for veining in i“erritw have been
discussed at length by HultSren and Herrlamler (24). The sub-
structures observed in the supel-critically heat treated specimens pre-
sumably were caused by the volume change in the y @ a transfor-

105 1 I I I 1 I
930Q 0

KBTEEEIo Supercrlt]cal Heat Treatment

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Number of Ferrite Grains per Square Inch at IOOX

Fig. 17—lHfect of I>e]-rite Grain Size on the UppcI- Yiclcl
Point at Liquid Ail- Tcmpmaturc, (0.02% carbon alloy. )

This volume change induces stresses in some gl-sins sufficientmation.
to deform them slightly. ‘Subcritically recrysta]lized %d unstrained
grains did not show veining SLlkt~LICtLII_RS.

Cottrell’s theory is Lnliversally known and generally accepted as

king the n~ost log-ical explanation OF the yield point pheno~me~on

(25). If this theory is extended to include the effects of substruc-
tures, observations of this investi~ationj e.S., Fi~. 17, are rather sinl-
ply explicable.

Cottrell utilizes the concept that solute ztnms (interstitial carbon
and nitrogen in iron) clifiuse to, and lock, dislocations. A stress that
is sufficient to tear the clislocations loose from their solute atmosu
pheres is greater than that necessary to keep them moving; thus the
load drops at the initial yield. A grain boundary can be regarded as
an array of dislocations, and when the boundary contains sohte
atoms, distributed so that the strain energy is reduced, yielding can-
not easily start frolm or pl-opagate through gl-ain bo\mdaries. Upon

.-
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application of stress, a number, (n), of dislocations move within the
Xrain from regions of high stress concentration until they arc stopped
by the gl-ain boundary-. These dislocations produce a force against
the grain boundary which is (n) times the force exerted by one dis-
location. These dislocations add to the txternal]y applied stress and
force dislocations out of the grain boundaries. The larger the grain,
the greater the number of dislocations piled up at the grain botmdary;
thus a lower appliecl stl-ess is required to initiate yielding. “l%e
theory does not l-equirc that grain boundaries be present for yielding,
since the criterion here is the initiation of yielcling within the grain.

With the above concept in mind, consider tw-o test specimens
identical in all respects except that one possesses a substructure as a
result of a particular heat treatment. The substructure bounclal-ies
would affect yield stresses clualitatively the sanle as primary grain
Loundal-ies, by interfering with dislocations moving tl]rough the lat-
tice. Since clecl-easing the gl-ain size increases the yield stress, it is
probable that the presence of such a substructure woLI]~ tend to nullify
the effect of larger grains. A]thouzh subgrain boundaries act to im-
pede the motion of dislocations, it is likely that the dislocations move
more easily from such boundaries than from l-egular grain boundaries.

In evaluating the possible ellect of initial substructure on frac-
ttlre, it shoulcl be kept in mind that, for iron, slip may talie place on
many planes containing the <111> close-packed direction, whereas
cleava~e or brittle fracture is almost wholly restricted to the cube
planes. “Nle clisregistry of subgrains is small so that fracture does
not have to change direction appreciably in propagating along a cube
plane. In contrast, the cliff erence in ori~lltations between neighboring
grains is large, thus l-equiring a large change in direction of fl-actul-e.
Decreasing the gl-ain size increases the number of changes of path of
transcrystalline fracture appreciably, whereas the creation of a sub-
structure causes a relatively small increase in changes of fracture
path.

It is to be expectecl that impul-ity atoms will have a tendency to
segregate at grain boundaries ancl, in the case of oxygen atoms,

initiate cleavage thel-e (30). Not only are clusters of impurity atoms
sites of relatively high stress concentration but in most cases they
form sites which CIOnot slip easily. Small grains offer a greater total
surface area over which to distribute impurity atoms than do large

sl”a~l~s. This reduces the concentration per unit area and minimizes
the probability of fol-mation of clusters of a brittle phase large enough
to form microcracks. It is likely that at some given applied stress,
fracture initiates in a region of high stress concentration where the
yield point is hi~h in comparison to the surrounding lmaterial and
then propa~~tes through the grain along- cleavage planes. Inter-
grarmlar fractm-e is not likely (except in the presence of a large
amount of an embrittling impurity sLICh as oxygen), since the fracture
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path would require a considerable change in clirection. The above
mechanism coulcl be the reason why there is such a markccl increasc
in total strain at — 185 ‘C with a decrease in g-rain size. Likewist,
the observed pronounced effect of grain size on low ttmptl-aturc
ductility suppol-ts tl]e concept of impurity segre~ation at gl-ain
boLmdaL-ies.

The presence of mechanical twins in ferrite has been well estah-
liskl. For the strain rates used in this investigation (~pproxirnately
] 0-4 see-l), twinning omwmed IJC1OW-abuut — 1000 C. It s11oLAI be
noted that for specimens which have an appreciable ductility at liquid
air tcmpel-atul-ej extensive twinning is present. An examination of
the curves in Figs. 14 and 16 reveals that the exponent of strain
hardening-, n, decreases with increasing grain 5iZe and decreasill~
ttmperatul-e; but that (n) remains essentially constant at tempera-
tures below that where twinning is encountered [or the specified strain
rate. We might conclude from this that the formation of twins acts
in the same manner as grain boundaries in that twinning increases
(n), thus counteracting the tenclency of telnperature to decrease (rL).
(ln the basis of this analysis, it may I]e pmtulzted that the presence
of twin bounclaries, if anything, acts to increase ductility.

The effect 0[ temperature on yielding has been thoroughly dis-
cussed by Cottrell ancl 13ilhy (26). The extension of tenlperatmre
effects to the plastic resion is limited to a qualitative explanation and
is not readily amenable to a mathematical analysis. However, it cloes
not appear logical that temperature effects should cease to be of im-
portance a[tcr the completion of yielding.

A tempel-ature depenclenw prohalJ]y occul-s thl-oug-h thermal flLlc-
tuations of the clislocation loops. Seitz statts, “If cfislocations can tie
each other clown as indicated by Frank, then the~-mal fluctuations at
the point of lockins- cat] lx iuJpol-tant ill lmal~in~ the dislocations
loose” (27). In tlJk mechallis]m, j~ is asst~nled that tile ap~ljt~ stress

causes the bowins out between obstacles and the thermal ffuctnations
simply act in joining the sicles of the bows. The amount of Mockinz
of dislocations is dependent on tempu-atum, and thermal fluctuations
stem to be necessary to aicl the movement of dislocations if they are
to be moved with the addition of small applied stress. In the absence
of thermal fluctuations of sufficient magnitucle, the applied stress must
be higher to remove the Mocking. At some point, the stress necessary
to move anchol-ed dislocations may he so kwge that fl-acture nlong z
cleavage plane is the preferred process.

Mott (28) points out that the most effective agents for locking
impurities are to be expected in lattices other than face-centered cubic.
Foj- a solute atom to interact with a screw clislomti~on, it may be
necessary for it to strain the lattice unequally in different directions.
Cot’mell (25) points out that this is prohahly because the field around
a screw dislocation is primal-ily sheal- stl-ess with practically no hydro.
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static component. Solute atoms which distort the lattice equally in all
directions can interact with a hydrostatic stress field, but, in order to
interact with a shear stress, the distol-tion must not be spherically
symmetrical. The tetmgonal distortion that carbon and nitrogen
pl-ocluce in iron leacls to a nonspherical distortion, but according to
Cottrell thel-c al-e no known pl-inciples which WOUIC1 leacl one to expect

nonsphel”ical Clistortions al-OLlll~ solLlte atoms in a face-centel-ed cubic
lattice. ThLIS solL~te atoms woLlld be expected to anchor only e~~e

clislocations in face-centerecl cubic metals, bL~t both ed:e and screw

dklocations arc anchorecl by interstitial atoms i~~ body -ce~~tered cubic

metals. A row of interstitial carbon atoms in kon exel-ts a strong

interaction extending only over a short distance, a situation that is
favorable for the introduction 0[ pronounced thermal effects SLICIIas
tlm decrease in total strain with decrease in temperature that is ob-
served in ferrites.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The sole factor determining the ductility under uniaxial ten-
sion at liquid air temperature of high purity iron ccmtaining 0.02 ~0
carbon is fer]-ite ~l-ain si~~. For the 0.02 ~. cal-bon alloy, there is no
effect of heat treatment or cooling rate other than its effect on grain
size.

2. In the case of higher cal-bon, 0.03 to 0.127i cal-bon alloys,
licpid air ductility is determined by grain size and by the state of
the carbides. Supercritical heat treatments which result in carbides
or pearlite at ferrite grain boundaries or junctions materially reduce
low temperatul-e cluctility. Subcl-itical annealing of cold-worked
stl-uctul-es which g-ivcs aligntcl sphcl-oiclizd cal-biclcs may consider-
ably or completely diminate their detrimental. effect, at least on clLlc-
tility in the rollin~ direction.

3. The exponent of stl-ain llardenin~, n, decl-eases with decreas-
ing telllPel-atLlre, increasing carl]on content and increasing grain size.

This strain harclenin: exponent appears to be more sigmi hcantj w-ith
respect to low temperature cluctility, than the slope of the uncol-l-ectecl
natural stl-ess-stl-ain diagl-am.

4. The initial pl-esence of a substl-ucture or a decrease in Sraill
size markedly increases the yield stress at liquid air temperatures.

5. The total strain under uniaxial tension decreases rapiclly
with clecreases in temperature below about —100 0C (the exact tem-
perature clepencls upon grain size). It is p~-obabie that the followin$
three factors cont~ibute to this low tempel-atul-c emlmittlemtnt:

(a) The 10Ss of thcl-mal aid in moving dislomtions.
(b) The effectiveness of interstitti~l solute atoms in a body-

centm-ecl cubic lattice in blocking dislocations.
(c) ‘Me effect of a decreased value of the strain hardening
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exponent ‘n’ in restrictin~ the clistrilmtion of defornlation.
6. There seenw to be no reason to postdate that twinning is a

significant contributing factor to low temperature brittleness.
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